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tions far out in the midst of Abu Bahr. There was too an
almost imperceptible rippling of the plain, whose shallow
furrows seemed to have flowed abundantly with water quite
recently. It was certainly a welcome sign of some more
definite change ahead and, as the darkness finally descended
upon us, I had the impression that the whole surface of the
desert was progressively becoming more undulating and, to
some slight extent, even streaked with thin lines of sand.
I looked to see the time and discovered to my dismay that
my wrist-watch was missing ! Rapidly we held a council of
war to consider so serious a casualty, and I suggested that
two members of the party should go back on our tracks to
seek the watch. They could not have far to go in any case,
as I had noted the time of our starting after the halt at sunset,
but I could not go on without the watch. Their going back
would save time as we could go on, leaving them to follow.
Otherwise I must insist on camping for the night. But wait!
I added, let me search my saddle-bag—it held a good deal of
my equipment and bulged rather widely at the mouth—lest
the watch may have dropped into it from my wrist. And lo
and behold ! there I actually found it intact except for the
strap, which had given way under the strain of long wearing.
Then there was general rejoicing, and they told me of
Humaid's interpretation of my dream.
We continued the march, still trotting and walking in
turns. And on and on we went, scarcely seeing anything but
the ground immediately under our feet, seemingly a rolling
plain with appreciable depressions though with never a sign
of anything that looked like bushes or herbage. We might
indeed have passed quite close to such things without
observing them in the darkness for, to make the gloom more
impressive, heavy storm-clouds rolled up across the sky from
the north-east. After the heat of the day such coolth was
indeed welcome, and a few drops of rain raised hopes of
different conditions on the morrow. Meanwhile the one idea
in the minds of Zayid and his fellows was coffee, while I could
think of nothing but the urgent need of sleep. After all most
of them had slept or dozed in the saddle all through that
strenuous day, while their need of refreshment was no

